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The TLE subject is the innovation and vocation instruction which is instructed in numerous of the secondary schools based here within the Philippines. It has different components which are considered vital and obligatory for all auxiliary school understudies taking after the TLE course:

- Arts
- Home economics/Cooking
- Fishery
- Agriculture
- Industrial art
- Information & Communication Technology

The subject is said to prepare the learners for real life and provide them profitable involvement in numerous aptitudes and creates they may utilize in later life. It is marginally diverse to a part of other instruction and isn't exclusively based in a classroom with exams at the conclusion of it.

TLE contains an awesome part to play within the overall education of a learner; many other nations seem learn a lesson from this approach. Schools are fixated with grades and exam execution which can take off numerous students graduating with small information or abilities that can help them in later life.
Apprenticeship sort classes have begun to be presented in a few schools and colleges within the UK and US and a relationship can be made between this approach that has been taught in TLE.

Numerous graduates are left jobless because the degree that they attained in college or university is not suited to the growing demand of the society. Hence, Technology and Livelihood Education plays a vita role in molding the future of the learners.

Technology and Livelihood Education affects almost everything we do and exclusion of it would have devastating effect to every aspect of our lifestyles.
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